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About CREST
Centre for Research & Education for Social Transformation (CREST) is an autonomous
institution under Government of Kerala CREST has been conceived as a national
institute of humanities, science and professional studies, addressing the needs of the
Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes and other marginalized communities of India while
integrating with the informational society. The Centre was incubated by Indian Institute of
Management Kozhikode. The governing council headed by the Minister for Welfare of Scheduled
Castes and Scheduled Tribes and Other Backward Communities as Chairman monitors the activities
of the Centre. Dignitaries like the Governor of Kerala, Chief Minister of Kerala and the Speaker of
the Kerala Legislative Assembly are the patrons of this autonomous institution. The Governing
Council has representation from institutions like Indian Institute of Management Kozhikode,
National Institute of Advanced Studies, Bangalore, Kerala State Council for Science, Technology and
Environment, Thiruvananthapuram and Sree Chitra Thirunal Institute for Medical Sciences &
Technology, Thiruvananthapuram. CREST conducts a five months Post Graduate Certificate Course
for Professional Development (PGCCPD) as its flagship program.

Activities
Workshop – “Redefine your horizons”
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improve the confidence level of students of the 31st . The workshop covered themes on preparing a
career map, long-term professional goals and action steps for achieving them, work style and
analyzing strengths and weaknesses and professional development.
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Balachandran Gopinath, International Training Fellow of the Junior Chamber Training Institute of
USA conducted a two day workshop “Redefine your horizons “on 1 May 2019 with an objective to

Visit to UL Cyberpark and Start up Mission
On 7th of May 2019 an industrial visit was organized for the students . Students visited UL
Cyberpark, Kozhikode and interacted with the management team of the UL Cyberpark. They also
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Noble G Bhasi, MD, NGB Motors Pvt Ltd. Students of CREST presented before the Start Up Dreams
about their start up business ideas. Students presented concepts on various start -ups , of which
one proposal was approved by the Start Up Dreams for proposal development.
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had interaction with the team of Start Up Dreams Project , initiated by Kerala Start Up Mission .
The sessions were held by Krishnakumar, Project Coordinator, Start Up Dreams Project, KSUM and

Workshop on Interview Skills
A one-day workshop on “Stress Interview and Group Discussion” for the students of the 31st batch
PGCCPD was conducted on May 14th 2019 by Nishad Gopuarm and his team from TIME. The
interview panel consisted of five members from the institute TIME and they gave the students
feedback and suggestions on preparing
for the interview. The interactive session gave an
opportunity for the students to understand as to how an interview is to be faced and the
preparations to be made. Queries on structuring the answers and introduction of the self were also
addressed during the session. The practical session helped the students in clarifying their doubts
and inhibitions about interview.

Theatre Workshop
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tools to help the students of PGCCPD to express without inhibitions. On 26th of May 2019, the
participants of the workshop performed a play in English before an invited audience at CREST,
KIRTADS Campus , Kozhikode.
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A seven day theatre workshop was held for the 31st Batch of the Post Graduate Certificate Course
for Professional Development (PGCCPD) from 20th to 26th of May 2019. The workshop was
conducted by Pallavi Chandar , a theatre person based in Bangalore The workshop used theatre as

Pallavi holds a Bachelor's in Visual Arts from College of Fine Arts in Karnataka Chitrakala Parishad,
Bangalore University. She has done special training in Sesame approach of Drama and Movement
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Therapy from Royal Central School of Speech and Drama, London. Her approach incorporates the
philosophies and theories of Carl Jung, Rudolph Laban, Peter Slade and Billy Lindkvist. This
approach uses allegory, symbols, imagery, dramatic distance and play to creatively explore and
express ones needs, fears and hopes, in their own way.

Valedictory function
Valedictory function for the 31st Batch of the Post Graduate Certificate Course for Professional
Development was held on 28th May 2019 at Hotel Alakapuri Auditorium, Kozhikode Dr. Sivaji
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Management Kozhikode was the Guest of Honor. Presidential Address was given by Prof. D.D.
Nampoothiri Executive Director, CREST. The students were felicitated by Dr. Anitha Ramesh, faculty
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Chakravorti Director, National Institute of Technology Calicut was the chief guest. Dr. Rudra
Sensarma , Professor & Dean (Research, Innovation & Internationalization) Indian Institute of

member of CREST , Ms. Ayesha Azad, Ms. Ghazal Farkhari , Ms. Harvey Sanchez Amanda Louise,
Ms. Olsen Annika Kirstan , the interns at CREST and Ms. Sanisha , alumni of CREST. Mr. Shineesh
N, Ms. Anupriya B, the students of 31st Batch gave the reply speeches. Vinod Krishnan TY,
Associate Program Coordinator gave the vote of thanks.

Start Up Dreams Approves Business Idea
Ten students of the Post Graduate Certificate Course for Professional Development of CREST floated
a women led Start Up "Fresh Up" , a mobile rest room network in Kerala. Mobile rest
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room/toilets will be available in public places, wedding functions, venue of public meetings , public
examination places etc through an App. The concept , developed by the students was approved by
Kerala Start Up Mission. The "Start Up Dreams" , a unit of Kerala Start Up Mission will help the
"Fresh Up" in developing the idea and technology. They will also support the project with seed
money.

Self Enrichment Workshop for MBBS Students of AIIMS
On invitation from All India Institute of Medical Sciences (AIIMS) New Delhi, CREST conducted a
week-long orientation programme from 11th to 17th July 2019. The program was held with the
objective to enhance the self-confidence level of students, particularly hailing from disadvantaged
background. The seven days’ course covered modules in Communication Skills, Self Enhancement
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for Professional Excellence and Theatre. Sessions on interpersonal skills and self-empowerment
were conducted by Associate Programme Coordinator Vinod Krishnan T Y, and HR trainers
Balachandran Gopinath, Vinod A R & Vinod Kumar Jayanandan, theatre persons Abhilash Pillai and
Jilmil Hazarika and educational trainer Benson Issac.

Faculty Mentor Workshop
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programme are from relatively lower economic strata often from a parental background of first
generation literates A significant section of the students from the Scheduled communities belongs
to this category, who however qualify for admission after competing in an extremely rigorous
examination. Barring a few, most of the students from this category are from groups with low social
capital and from rural areas. Parental support is minimal to this section of candidates as most of
their parents are not adequately informed about the content of the courses at AIIMS. These
students do not get proper mentoring support from parents suited to the medical education being
received. The workshop is expected to help the faculty members to be sensitive to the students’
backgrounds and to be effective mentors to the MBBS students throughout their academic career.
Sessions were held by Dr.Pratap Saran, Professor, AIIMS, New Delhi, Prof.DD Nampoothiri ,
Executive Director CREST, Balachandran Gopinath , Visiting Faculty CREST and Benson Issac,
Faculty, Azim Premji University, Bangalore . Tools from the “Theatre of the Oppressed” was
extensively used by Benson Issac in sensitizing issues of social concern.
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CREST was invited by All India Institute of Medical Sciences (AIIMS) New Delhi to conduct a faculty
mentor workshop on 18 July 2019. The objective of the workshop was to enable faculty members to
be teacher-mentors who would have a better understanding of the learning needs of the students,
particularly from disadvantaged background undergoing MBBS Degree Course at AIIMS. The
workshop was organized in the backdrop that nearly a quarter of the students who join the MBBS

32nd Batch of Post Graduate Certificate Course for Professional
Development
Interview for admission to the 32nd Batch of Post Graduate Certificate Course for Professional
Development (PGCCPD) was held on 3rd , 4th & 5th of July 2019 at CREST. 40 students were selected
for the course based on the marks they obtained for their Bachelors / Masters Degree course and

interview. Classes began for the new batch of students on 1st of August 2019. Of the 40 students
who joined for the programme, 34 are girls. An ice-breaking session was conducted for the students
on 2nd of June 2018, which was conducted by AR Vinod and Sucharita Hota , faculty members of
CREST .
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A three day orientation program was held for the students from 3rd to 5th of July 2019 at SIGN
Philosphere, Koolivayal, Panamaram, Wayanad The workshop covered themes on Team Building,
Presentations and communication. The workshop was conducted by Mr.Anil Menon, a senior HR
trainer from Kochi.

International Day of the World’s Indigenous Peoples 2019
August 9 is commemorated as the International Day of
the World’s Indigenous Peoples in recognition of the first
meeting of the United Nations Working Group on
Indigenous Populations in Geneva in 1982. It is
celebrated around the world and marks the date of the
inaugural session of the Working Group on Indigenous
Populations at the United Nations in 1982.This year’s
theme is Indigenous Languages and will focus on the
current situation of indigenous languages around the
world within the framework of the 2019 International
Year of Indigenous Languages. The aim is to highlight the
critical need to revitalize, preserve, and promote
indigenous languages and share good practices through
expert/interactive panels and presentation of innovative
initiatives on indigenous languages. A commemorative
event was organized at the CREST on 9 August 2019 and a presentation was held at CREST on
indigenous people of the world.

Self Enrichment Workshop for first year MBBS students of Dr.
Radhakrishnan Government Medical College, Hamirpur , Himachal
Pradesh
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The objective of the
workshop
was
to
enhance
the
selfconfidence
level
of
students and to provide
mentoring support to
students
from
marginalized sections
and rural backgrounds
so as to equip them to
take up the academic
challenges effectively.
The programme started
with
a
brief
introductory
session
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On invitation from Dr. Radhakrishnan Government Medical College, Hamirpur , Himachal Pradesh
a
Self
Enrichment
Workshop for first year
MBBS students was held
from 25th to 30th of
August 2019 .

which was inaugurated by Dr.Anil Chauhan , Principal, D Dr. Radhakrishnan Government Medical
College, Hamirpur on 25th of August 2019. , The sessions were held by the faculty team of CREST

comprising of Vinod Krishnan TY, Sucharita Hota, Vinod AR, and Shweta Vij. On 30th of August , a
workshop on mentoring also was held for the faculty members.
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Syam Mohan of 12th Batch of PGCCPD was awarded PhD Degree in Physics (Biophotonics) from
Heriot Watt University, Scotland , UK. His
thesis aims to address the limited uptake
of lasers into surgical procedures by
developing a new surgical process . HeriotWatt University is a public research
university based in Edinburgh, Scotland,
established in 1821 as the world's first
mechanics' institute (School of Arts of
Edinburgh), subsequently was granted
university status by royal charter granted
in 1966. It is the eighth oldest higher
education institute in UK.
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Alumni Achievement

Ms. Sheril Sudheesh was awarded Teach for India Fellowship . A Master Degree holder in
Mathematics . Sheril will be working for the underprivileged children in Maharashtra. The Teach
For India Fellowship program is meant for India’s brightest and most promising youth, from the
nation’s best universities and workplaces, to serve as full-time teachers to children from lowincome communities in some of the nation’s most under-resourced schools. Through this
experience of teaching in classrooms and working with key education stakeholders like students,
principals, and parents, the Fellows get exposed to the grass root realities of India’s education
system and begin to cultivate the knowledge, skills, and mindsets necessary to attain positions of
leadership in education and identify their role in building a wider movement for educational equity
in the country. The prestigious Teach for India fellowship is awarded though a rigorous selection
process. The Fellows are expected to transform the life paths of children and in turn transform
themselves towards leadership in educational equity

Interns
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Ms. Amber Xinyang Ye . Ms. Tabitha Olwapinu Oni and Annika Kirstan Olsen from University of
Toronto, Department of AnthropologyAmanda Louise Harvey-Sanchez Sibalis of Toronto University ,
Canada interned with CREST during May – August 2019. The interns have been proving support
for improving the English communication skills of the students and group activities. The interns
are undergraduate students of Anthropology at the University.

Special Lecture on Indian Democracy
Prof. K.Gopalan Kutty , historian gave a special lecture on India’s freedom struggle
on 15 August 2019 in connection with the independence day day celebration held
in CREST. Dr. K. Gopalan Kutty, was Head of the Department of History, University
of Calicut. He has been teaching modern history at Malabar Christian College,
Calicut and Calicut University. He has written extensively on Civil Disobedience
movement and agrarian movements in Malabar .

Access Program

Susandhi Fellowship
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households in India. Through the fellowship program , the students undergo a very specialized BSc
Program in industries. The customized Bachelors’ degree is given by KLE Tech University , Hubli.
During the undergraduate program the selected candidates will be working with leading IT firms of
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Four students from Model Residential Schools which CREST had been mentoring have obtained the
Susandhi Fellowship instituted by Deshpande Educational Trust and Eklakshya, Hubli, Karnataka.
The SUSANDHI FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM selects meritorious students hailing from low-income

the country for one year specializing in areas like Data Analytics, Semiconductor services , Software
Services, IoT Technology.

Abdul Kalam Susandhi Fellowship is a unique program, a small step to transform the lives of rural
and poorer families by enabling their children to pursue a world class professional program in the
hi-tech domain of VLSI/Embedded/Software. This creates an opportunity which is otherwise
unavailable to them. The program is designed to nurture their inherent strengths while at the same
time impart significant new skills, both technical and life skills, to enable them to confidently enter
the Hi-Tech domain of VLSI/Embedded/Software. Abdul Kalam Susandhi Fellowship is crafted as a
“Earn while you Learn” program so that the parents and the families do not experience a financial
burden.

In addition to this, eleven students from the Model Residential Schools have obtained admission
to undergraduate programs in nationally known academic institutions. This includes six students at
Indira Gandhi National Tribal University , two at Delhi University , one candidate at Footwear
Design and Development Institute and and one Candidate at National Institute of Fashion
Technology (NIFT)

“Recasting Selves” - Documentary Film on CREST
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politics, the political documentary film and documentary theory and production at the Centre for
Modern Indian Studies (CeMIS) at the University of Göttingen. Lalit Vachani’s documentaries
include The Starmaker (about the business of ‘starmaking’ in the Hindi film industry); The Boy in
the Branch and The Men in the Tree (on the Rashtriya Swayam Sevak Sangh ); The Play Goes On
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" Recasting Selves " a documentary on CREST , filmed in April 2016 by Lalit Vachani will be the
opening film at the Urban Lens Film Festival in Bangalore. It will be screened at Goethe-Institut Max
Mueller Bhawan Indiranagar, Bangalore on 19 September 2019 at 6:30 PM . Lalit Vachani is a
documentary film maker based in Göttingen, Germany where he teaches courses on media and

(about a socialist street theatre group, Jana Natya Manch); The Salt Stories (following the trail of
Mahatma Gandhi’s salt march in India after seventy years); Tales from Napa (about a village that
resisted Hindu fundamentalist forces during the 2002 riots in India) and An Ordinary Election (an
in-depth study of an Indian election campaign). The film is an 1 hour 20 minutes long academic
‘reading’ of CREST . The team that made the film included Prof. Sanjay Srivastava Professor of
Sociology at the Institute of Economic Growth, Delhi., Priya Sen , film maker , Husain Akbar
photographer of NDTV & National Geographic, among others.

CREST in Media
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Print as well as the visual media has given coverage to various programmes of CREST held during
January – April 2019. Mathrubhumi Daily, Malayala Manorama, Deshabhimani daily, and The Hindu
covered news on the activities of CREST during these months

Forthcoming Events
Film Screening
" Recasting Selves " a documentary on CREST , filmed in April 2016 by Lalit Vachani will be the opening film
at the Urban Lens Film Festival in Bangalore. It will be screened at Goethe-Institut Max Mueller Bhawan
Indiranagar, Bangalore on 19 September 2019 at 6:30 PM

Workshop on Self Enrichment

A two day workshop on self enrichment will be held for the students of PGCCPD on 19th & 20th of August
2019. It will be conducted by Balachandran Gopinath , an international trainer of JCI.
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Amber Xinyang Ye

